
 

 

Slivnica     17 km      544 m    1:15  h 
MTBSlovenia.net 

no. m km direction 

1 590 0 

start at the crossing of macadam roads in 
the northern part of the village called 
Martinjak (if you come to the village from 
Cerknica then in the middle of  the village, 
right after bus stops turn left and uphill on 
a side road and after 300 m you reach 
that crossing; there is also a local soccer 
field with a goal and a power line pillar; 
go right on macadam or better 
cart track in quite steep slope (direction 
EAST) and follow it 

2 642 2,71 left and uphill, when you reach a wider 
macadam road (Grahovo - Bloke) 

3 762 5,07 left in direction of Slivnica (sign post!) at 
the split of the macadam 

4 840 6,00 left at the crossing 

5 940 8,30 cont. straight (past a branch on the right 
leading towards the hunting hut) 

6 922 8,42 straight at a bigger crossing (from 
right the road from Cerknica climbing the 
north face of Slivnica) 

7 1025 9,67 
cont. on main road (branch on the right 
descends towards a farm, past which DH 
from the top is going) 

8 1068 10,27 

sharp right turn; cont. on main road;  
(VARIANT 1: you can turn left here, on a 
cart track and you soon reach a marked 
singletrack leading to the hut over the top 
of Slivnica) 

9 1090 10,58 right towards the hut at the split  

10 1070 10,77 

the hut below the top of Slivnica;  
from the hut descend towards 
Cerknica along the crest on clearly 
visible marked trail in W direction 
(from the terrace in front of the hut 
straight down the hill); keep riding on well 
bitten trail, ATTENTION! You have to 
cross a few "electric shepherds" – wires. 

11 960 11,60 going past the farm (horses, cows) on 
your right 

12 878 12,26 the last gate 

13 857 12,46 
right  at the split, on easier and faster 
trail and soon after 40 m ...  
(VARIANT 2: left on rougher and rocky 
trail; later they join at no. 16) 

14 857 12,50 
you reach narrower macadam, don't go 
on macadam, but on a trail, which 
starts on the other side of the 
macadam and goes in the same 
direction  

15 831 12,75 
left  at the split of the trail 
(VARIANT 3:  right on a nice grassy 
singletrack all the way down, then left on 
a cart track – you come back on the trail 
at no. 17) 

16 765 13,45 right on the first trail at the crossing 
(the same direction) 

17 706 13,82 left on macadam (the end of descent) 

18 633 14,99 left at the crossing 

19 590 16,85 starting point 
 
 


